The Etymology of the Gftrnär word Petenika-.
On the fifth edict of the Girnär redaction of Asoka's Fourteen-Edicts, Petenika-, the name of a southern people occurs. Buehler, ZDMG. 37, p. 262, rejected the previous connection with Pratisthäna-, Patthäna-on linguistic grounds, 1 ) and
1) The phonetic equivalent of Sanskrit Pratiffhana-would be *Pratisfana-in our dialect. I have made the orthography uniform in this paper, so that m. m, and m> for example, are given as m. · proposed a new etymology, namely that Petenika-was a compound, standing for Pretäyanika-or Präitäyanika-. Now although the rejection of the current etymology was correct, yet there are some phonetic objections to his own etymology.' For medial äya remains otherwise unchanged in the dialect of this version 1 ) of the Fourteen-Edicts; and I know of no parallel contraction of äya to e in Pali: moreover Pischel, in his Grammar, does not record such a change as taking place in any of the Prakrit languages. Another point is that the lingual n of Petenika-is left unaccounted for: the intervening i of course would prevent the r from converting a dental n to a lingual #. It is true that it is assumed that dental n becomes lingual n spontaneously a few times in our dialect (cf. Franke, Päli und; Sanskrit p. Ill); and if this were so, the n would be no bar. But this assumption is, it would seem, erroneous. Indie 'r$. converts a following intervocalic dental n to a lingual n. \T!tiü.s-vimänada-sanä, hastidasana , dasane as contrasted with Sanskrit darsana-. So far as I know, this phonetic law has not been stated before. The sole apparent exception is dasanam in the eighth edict; the dental n is a e Magadhism 2 )' for native n: cf; Kalsi vimä-nadasana, Dhauli vimänadasanam, Kalsl, Dhauli, and Jaugada dasane. (Buehler's karanam in the fourteenth:'edict is a misprint for karanam as is shown by the facsimile, and so not a parallel.) An intervening palatal consonant naturally would prevent the lingualization of a following intervocalic n\ we have probably to assume that'original rs became rs, and finally $s (which of course on our inscription is written s). This secondary r$ could have the same Imgualizing effect as original rs. Since, however, original ars as well as ar$t become as (e. g. vasa-, käsamti *kar$iariti, cf. Skt. kari$yanti\ käsamti on the seventh, 1) So too in the dialects of the other versions, save that in the Jaugada one we chance to have lacunas where we otherwise would find test-cases.
2) For the benefit of those who are not specialists, I mention that it is a recognized fact that the Girnär, Shähbäzgarhi, and Mansehra redactions of the Fourteen-Edicts are translations of an original composed in a dialect essentially the same as that of the Dhauli, Jaugada, and Kalsi (edicts i-ix) redactions of the Fourten-Edicts, etc., and that this dialect has left traces in the translations. These traces are called f Magadhisrns' as the dialect of the original was Mägadhan (cf. the change of r to I in the dialect of Dh., etc. as in Magadhi Prakrit).
and dasawsabhisito on the eighth edict are merely blunders as are etärisani of the eighth, and dänam, etärisam and natikena of the nineth), original rs could not have reached the stage r$ until original ar$ and ar$i had become as, for original ars becomes ass (written as) in our dialect. Of course there is no reason why the same combination of sounds in different periods might not develope differently even in the same dialect. It may be added that apart from the combinations cited, Indie s and £ fall together absolutely, becoming s. . . . The lingual n of Girnär präpunati, Shähbäzgarhi prapunati, and Päli päpunäti (and päpunoti) is more original than the dental n of Sanskrit präpnöti: this last is analogical; cf. Wackernagel, AiGr. i. § 168, . . . There" remains only the lingual n of kaläna-to be accounted for. But the same n appears in Shähbäzgarhi and Mansehra kalana-(the I of the G., Shb., and Man. word is merely graphic for ll\ a and are not distinguished in the alphabet in which the Shb. and Man. versions are written), Päli kalläna-, kalyana-(dialectic doublets), and Sanskrit kalyana-. So that this is not peculiar to the dialect of the Girnär redaction of Asoka's Fourteen-Edicts. Hence any explanation of it must satisfy the phonetic requirements of all the languages cited. On the word see Wackernagel, 1. c. § § 172c fine print, 173 fine print, 174b fine print, and the literature cited there.
For the reasons stated above, I must decline to accept Buehler's etymology of the word in question, and offer another. A compound of Indie *pity-(Skt. pity-) and *aiana-(Skt. ay ana-) would appear as *pitraiana-with lingual n. Now a vrddhi-derivative adjective in -ika-from *pitraiana-would be *paitraianika-* From this last Petenika-comes without difficulty 1 ).-It may be pointed out that the meaning of *paitraianika-and Buehler'a Pretäyanika-(or Präi-) is identical.
have next to consider the correspondents of the other versions (where extant) to Girnär Petenika-. Dhauli Pi(t)enikahas a dental n: but it will be remembered that the lingual nasal is lacking in the dialects of the Dhauli, Jaugada, and Kälsi redactions of the Fourteen-Edicts as well as in the dialects of the various recensions of the Pillar-Edicts; corresponding to 1) The t of Peteyika-is, of course, a e Magadhism' for native tr as is the t of ~puto in Ketcdaputo. The contraction of a$a (aya) to e under unknown conditions is Pan-Middle-Indic.
Sanskrit n the dialects named have n and this only. Hence the dental n of Pi(t)enika-is quite in place. The difference in the vocalism of the first syllable is due to the fact that Petenikais a vrddhi-derivative but Pi(t)enika-a simple derivative. Shäh-bäzgarhi and Mansehra Pitinika-is a 'Magadhism' as is shown by the plain t for native tr and the dental n for native n. Similarly Mansehra Amdha-is a 'Magadhism' for Amdhra-(so the Shähbäzgarhi redaction). A parallel case where we have 'Magadhan' dental n for native lingual n is Shähbäzgarhi Tam 1) Johansson is in error when he assumes that the ibn of this word is merely graphical for riiy, i. e.
: elsewhere in both the Shähbäz-garhi and Mansehra redactions of the Fourteen-Edicts represents dental n and this only; hence it should be considered as representing this in the present instance: in any case the fact that the rkb is a 'Magadhism' -and Johansson admits this -would make us suspect that the ihn was also one.
2) The Kälsi recension has no correspondent to Peteyika-in the fifth edict, but has the equivalent of it in the thirteenth edict.
